Program for the 5th INRAG Meeting

Thursday 29. September 2016

19:00    INRAG Reception

Drop in, get a drink and relax with your colleagues and some excellent sandwiches and finger food. Kindly hosted by IANUS group of Darmstadt University of Technology.

Wellnitz Cafe and Bar (2nd floor), Kantplatz, Lauteschlägerstraße 4, 64289 Darmstadt. https://goo.gl/maps/TS3fw7cYeEv

Friday 30. September 2016

Öko-Institut, Rheinstr. 95, 5th floor, 64295 Darmstadt. https://goo.gl/maps/5fRXxUC5dc82

09:30-11:00  Status of Doel, Tihange

- Report on technical aspects including the view of the German nuclear authority
- Involvement of INRAG members as experts
  Ilse Tweer, Öko Institut and Wolfgang Renneberg, ISR
- Political aspects: development and significance of the regional movement

11:00-11:30  Coffee Break

11:30-12:15  Doel, Tihange continued.

12:15-13:00  Beznau I,
Simone Mohr, Öko-Institut

13:00-14:00  Lunch Break

14:00-14:30  Nuclear Conditions and presentation of the IANUS group
Alfred Nordmann, IANUS, TU-Darmstadt.

14:30-16:00  Future of INRAG I – Structure

- New Statutes for a registered Association
- Proposal to form a twofold structure INRAG and INRAC (Commission) to integrate other communities such as cities NGOs Federal States, etc.

16:00-16:30  Coffee Break
16:30-18:00  **Future of INRAG II – Activities**

- Discussion of an annual report (short input by Matthias Englert)
- Proposal for open INRAG workshop (NURIS conference) to support the coalition of regions close to Tihange and Doel.
- Drafting of possible statements
- NURIS edited volume

19:00  **Dinner at Restaurant Braustübl**
Goebelstraße 7, 64293 Darmstadt.  [https://goo.gl/maps/fQ8Zsgoqh9r](https://goo.gl/maps/fQ8Zsgoqh9r)

**Saturday 01. October 2016**

Öko-Institut, Rheinstr. 95, 5th floor, 64295 Darmstadt.  [https://goo.gl/maps/5frXxUC5dc82](https://goo.gl/maps/5frXxUC5dc82)

09:30-10:15  **Nuclear Power in Conflicted Regions - Ukraine**
Matthias Englert and Veronika Ustohalova, Öko-Institut

10:15-11:00  **Topics**

- Blackout during military conflict, Nikolaus Müllner / Black start capacity, Christoph Pistner
- The status of Britain's nuclear power programme, Steve Thomas

11:00-11:30  **Coffee Break**

11:30-13:00  **Topics Continued**

- Discussion: Brexit, EURATOM and the future of Nuclear in Europe (brief input by Beate Kallenbach-Herbert on EURATOM)
- ISR activities with in vessel retention
  Emmerich Seidelberger and Nikolaus Müllner, ISR
- Gundremmingen – ASME criteria for welds and heat affected zone?
  Wolfgang Kromp and Emmerich Seidelberg, ISR
- Lesser known severe accidents – book proposal (e.g. Bohunice A1) -
  Nikolaus Müllner, ISR

13:00-14:00  **Lunch**

**Departure**